
“The Scarlet Ibis” Literary Device to Characterization to Purpose Graphic Organizer

   Syntax: slow,  
            feels like long, slow, heavy  
          sighs, flowy, rather than sharp 

      and energetic 
 Diction: references, in words, to death  

     and various words referring (symbolically) 
 to red, and the ideas associated with red 
  Imagery: dreary, descriptions of   
decay, dark imagery, extremely vivid 
 imagery 
 

             anecdotes: the  
                   stories Brother shares offer tangible hope 
     syntax: steady and consistent, like someone running a race, has an 
even flow, pace, and rhythm, longer sentences, not too many short  
   sentences 
         
 
 

Brother as 
determined and 

tenacious 

          Purpose/ Impact on Reader 
         -------------------------------------- 
           To allow/ teach readers . . .  

            Point of  
                      view: told by  
                  Brother, who still thinks 
              with dedicated fondness of  his 
           Brother, despite time having gone by.  
       Details left out: we hear little of  Brother 
             growing up (you can mention, for quotes,  
                    Doodle growing up); Brother’s own 
                         name/ identity; how Brother tells  
                             his family about Doodle 
                                 Symbolism: Brother depicting  
                                   Doodle as the Scarlet Ibis; the word 
                                     “Brother” itself  as a symbol 

                       Details: Of  Doodle’s health  
                               condition, details that he himself  is not 

     warned about 
    Narrative Voice: familiar, with  
  admittance of  guilt by Brother 
        Symbolism: as a caul baby (someone who is 

              a saint, who is, by definition, innocent), or as a 
        Scarlet Ibis, just as the one in the story seems 
beautiful, helpless, and innocent 
                       

    Symbolism: caul baby(rare,  
and should be treated better); Scarlet Ibis  
(traveled a far way for a South American  
bird!); coffin (symbolizes the lack of  hope his 
 family had for him) 
  1st Person Point of  View: we see Brother’s own   
     thoughts and what he observes of  his family:  
     Brother wanted to initially kill Doodle, and the family 
         seems to have little regard for Doodle, in the beginning, 
            and even when the parents lack supervision of  him 
              later 
                    Detail included/ left out: Because Brother  
                       tells the story, we spend more time learning 
                            about Doodle’s physical condition, than 
                                 the significance of  his creative lies 
                                         and babbling as a toddler 
  


